
A FEW SUBMISSIONS FROM A YORUBA GROUP 

 

 

The Ibos are doing to Yorubas what the Chinese are doing to the rest of the world. Having taken 

near total control of our economic space, they are working very hard and fast to conquer the 

political space in Yorubaland, and once we allow them to achieve this objective, we will be 

nothing but slaves right in our own land.  Look at the major cities in the S. West; Ibos have 

occupied the main commercial areas. It’s time for us to wake up now. 

Some of us in the USA are brainstorming to offer some meaningful suggestions to our Yoruba 

entity to push forward our own Agenda.  

LATIF OPAWOYE, MD., USA. 

Yoruba People are more accommodating than other Ethnic Groups 

It is not far from being true nor close to being exhaustive, to claim that Yoruba people 

are more positively ethnocentric than people of Igbo descent. Not less evident is the  

extent to which Yoruba people often reach an accommodation with other ethnic 

groups in the country.  

On the other hand, from blatant in-group favouritism, scaling and rating others with 

reference to themselves, to a dislike of and belief in the inferiority of other ethnic 

groups, Igbo have always shown greater tendency towards negative ethnocentrism. Dr 

Nnamdi Azikiwe captures this negative ethnocentric trait that seems to define Igbo as 

follows:  

It would appear that the God of Africa has created the Ibo nation to lead the        

children of Africa from the bondage of ages ... history has enabled them not only to 

conquer others but also to adapt themselves to the role of preserver ... The Ibo nation 

cannot shirk its responsibility” (West African Pilot (Lagos), 6 July 1949, quoted in 

Coleman, J. S. Nigeria: Background to Nationalism(1958), p. 347.  

It stands to reason that if a nationalist figure of Dr Azikiwe standing could promote 

ethnic hierarchisation of African population in terms strikingly similar to turn-of-the-

century imperialists' intonations, then every attempt should be made to counter Igbo 

negative ethnocentrism, especially in the South West.  

Yet, a Yoruba proverb says: Inú burúkú làgbà ńní, àgbà kì í ní ojú burúkú. (An 

unpleasant inside is what a venerable elder should have; a venerable elder should not 

have an unpleasant mien). Put differently, in tapping into a deep reservoir of emotions 



about perceived negative ethnocentrism of other ethnic groups, particularly Igbo-

centrism, we must not permit the way we really feel about such ethnocentrismto push 

us into unseemly behaviour. That, in short, is my own take on this matter.  

ABDULSALAM AJETUNMOBI 

 

  

Why can Nigeria not allow the Igbos to go? 

Adeyemi Adetoye 

I have not seen, nor experienced significant improvement in ethos of brotherly 

coexistence and interrelationships between the three dominant indigenous races in 

Nigeria since the mid-1980s. It's thus far, been cases of disharmony, distrust, caution, 

witch-hunt, etc when having to foster a common agenda.  

When and how can Nigeria develop into conquering the higher firmaments under 

prevailing troubled structures? I have listened and read about others. I have personally 

experienced so many good and very sad moments dealing with Igbo folks since 

childhood. I have also worked and lived in the heart of their cities for more than 3 

years after college graduation. So, I cannot agree less with every posts from 

participants in this forum.  

So, why then can't we allow them go on with their dreamed nationhood? Are we 

poised to loosing things of big magnitudes if they go, more than the recurrent 

troubles? If a neighbor is more of a burden to me than blessings, the logical thing to 

do is for me to long after separation. Why are we not doing more to forcing Igbo race 

out of Nigeria than persuading them to be within? Are we considering them changing 

their humanistic characteristics anytime soon? If late Ahmadu Bello had correctly 

understood late Azikiwe since the beginning, why then the forced unity?  

Before our reality, the polity has potential of "Rwanda" and we still remain adamant 

on forced unity with an overbearing and very dominating 'neighbour'. To me, the 

imperialistic tendencies of Igboman can better be tamed with power of sovereignty. 

Otherwise, it will be difficult to stop anyone citizen from engaging in legitimate 

buying and selling within his /her country.  

Another poignant question is: Are majority Igbos with Kanu? We have no statistics to 

answer. But the young man has called for a referendum. I think, Nigerian can consider 

the option of proper referendum to enable every adult Igbo express a choice. If 



majority desire to go, can we continue to stop them? For how long? The earlier they 

go, the better; other nations might begin to live in good harmony. The rest of the 

developed world continue to make advance in the arts, science and technology. We 

need to begin fast. Our last was FESTAC 1977!  

 

 

YORUBA RONU 

By Goke Omisore 

Bless you all in this forum. 

In my life time, I pray ALL STREET NAMES IN YORUBALAND WILL BE INDIGENISED! The bulwark 

of our culture, like those of other ethnic nationalities here and around the world,  is in our 

History, to be taught in continuous mode in our sphere of infuence.  A growing child learns 

better and much more through subliminal communications. A Yoruba child, born and raised in 

Lagos and most other Yoruba towns, will subscribe and succumb subscribe if unchecked and 

without being guarded, to our greatest strength many of which other ethnic groups in our 

country take for weaknesses. He or she does not see the fine lines of ethnic demarcations as 

written and practiced by the other groups in our land.  This is because most are hardly ever 

taught in our  homes about discrimination. 

 Whereas to the Ibos, indoctrinating children about imagined superiority to others within 

Nigeria, more especially the Yorubas, is like moral and cultural obligations and a must-perform 

duty to the Igbo nation. Besides, as self-evident intoday's self-revealing noise on agitations, the 

Ibos seem to still be WOUND-GATHERING ON THEIR CALAMITY SUFFERED IN THE LAST CIVIL 

WAR and are UNFORGIVING OF THE ASSUMED PART THE YORUBAS PURPORTEDLY PLAYED TO 

WRONG THEM. 

Fact: We are arch rivals in a relatioship forced by fate, a situation that is not necessarily our 

choice nor theirs. In some ways, the relationship has led to some healthy competition which in 

others, damning in most profound ways. 

 Whereas these days, all around us, our children celebrate the all-inclusive in the Nigerian 

Project which is a flawed assumption sold by the unitarists for their own advantages. That which 

 is short-changing and subtly barring and relegating us, debasing our enviable standards, 

threatening  his or her progress in silent, unspoken moves. In all institutions of state by the 

unitary government in power, a great damage is being done to their liberal reasoning being fed 

to these young minds that will affect their capability to understand how things work in The 

Nigerian Project.  Generally, the older generations value and treasure YORUBA RONU. 

 HERE ARE SOME TROUBLING FACTS 



In Lekki Phase One, conservatively 45% of land is alloted to/purchased by hard-working Ibos on 

99-year leases; In my opinion, these NEEDS BE REVIEWED. While I salute their industry for their 

hard earned monies made by any means necessary, having every nooks and corners of this 

prime land and others in Lagos BRANDED IN IBO NAMES  is flawed and lacking in foresight and 

historical values, if tomorrow dawns.  

All STREET NAMES IN YORUBALAND, SOLD BY GREEDY LOCAL GOVERNMENT TO THE HIGHEST 

BIDDERS IN THEIR DRIVES FOR REVENUES SHOWS LACK OF FORESIGHTEDNESS; Infact, it is a 

 compromise of our birthright and a betrayal . WHILE THERE IS NOTHING WRONG IN SHOWING 

RECOGNITION TO DESERVING INDIVIDUALS OF OTHER ETHNICITIES IN STREET NAMING, A 

YORUBA CITY MUST NOT HAVE SO MANY IBO NAMES ON STREET DECALS THAT IT APPEARS 

WE ARE IN THE EAST.  

I OWE NO APOLOGIES!!!  Give me a single Yoruba name on a street in the Southeast, South or 

North that is not EARNED by the Yoruba person for whom it is named; such a street/street 

names SHOULD ALSO SUFFER THE SAME FATE.  Please scrap the practise of CASH AND CARRY 

STREET BRANDING TO NON-YORUBAS who do not reciprocate our generous and 

accommodating culture. .We need consolidation on our gains NOW! Not filttering them to 

those, whose best of intentions is to fleece us for inconsequential pennies and greed of a few 

amongst of us who are in positions of power. 

 Any wonder our children have been programmed to believe in the most fallacious statement 

that  LAGOS IS NO MAN'S LAND? We should do all to extinguish such unhealthy and 

compromising thoughts in their psyche. Now, Ibos are determinedly , with hidden profit 

motives, all acquiring and prospering on our high streets. If any of us thinks you think that is 

bad; wait a minute. THE CHINESE ARE HERE PROSPERING IN OUR BACKYARDS, VILLAGES AND 

FARMLANDS. 

ALL THESE NEEDTO BE STRICTLY REGULATED NOW because “a stitch in time saves nine!  The 

new Chinese economic adventurers and others buying farmlands, mining quarries and other 

things should be regulated and watched carefully.The Chinese, Arabs, Asians who are hardly 

economically better than us when they arrive are instinctly more racist than the “civilized 

Europeans” who came with guns, salt and the Bible and left their languages on our African 

tongues. We were left holding the empty bags. 

Let us think of the future of a greater tomorrow for our people of Odua Nation. 

  

 

 


